As Geographers and investigators:

Robin’s Class Overview- Spring Term 1

-

Here is our topic for this half term, please use it to support your child’s learning.
As Linguists we will:
❖ Have daily phonics and spelling
lessons revising and learning our
phonemes and spelling rules (Read,
Write, Inc).
❖ Read individual letters and
digraphs by saying the sounds for
them.
❖ Sequence and discuss events in
stories.
❖ Use adjectives and descriptive
language to describe the
characters in our stories.
❖ Write simple words and sentences
using the new and old sounds that
we have learnt.

As Athletes we will:

-

❖ Take part in two outdoor sessions of
Physical Education per week.
❖ Move in different ways in gymnastics.
❖ Learn how to work with others in team
games.

The Big Question:
What journeys do the
characters in our story
books go on?
Focus book- ‘The snail and the
Whale’.

-

-

As Artists and Design Technologists we
will:
-

As Mathematicians we will:
❖ Identify common 2D and 3D
shapes and identify some of their
quantities.
❖ Identify, order and represent
numbers.
❖ Problem solve and apply what we
have learnt to different
challenges.
❖ Learn how to measure and solve
problems using length and height
and weight and volume.

-

As Citizens we will:
-

Understand that if we persevere we can
tackle challenges.
Set a goal to work towards it.
Use kind words to encourage others.
Show an awareness as to how working hard
now can help us in the future.
Reflect on how I have met my goals.

Learn about different countries and
locate them on a map.
Learn and find out about how we use
different modes of transport to move to
travel to different locations.
Find out if all of the countries are the
same and what is different or the same
about them.
Learn why we may use or need a map.
Find out about why people may like to
travel to different countries and what
they might see and do when they get
there.
Talk about places that we have been to.

Use watercolour to paint scenes.
Use tissue paper and collage.
Design and create our own characters.
Create a map of a wild adventure.
Create and draw to create reflections of
the seasons around us.
Create our own potions and make a song.

As Computer Technicians
we will:
- Learn how to keep safe

when using the computer
and internet.

- Learn simple how to use
simple programs on the
ipad and Chrome books.

- Learn how to create simple
animations (y1).

- Record and watch clips. (R)

